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1. Early stage of Development

Why was  the wavelength of 13.5 nm selected? 

2. Development of a two aspheric optical system
3. Development of Multilayer film with high reflectivity
4. Progress of light source development;

Solid, semi-solid, gas, liquid 
5. Current status and future high NA optical system 

6. Conclusion



First, I’ll explain why I began studying X-ray reduction lithography.

I was involved in research on X-ray proximity lithography (XPL) 

around 1983. 

At that time, the target resolution for XPL was 0.5 m, 

which was thought to be difficult to achieve with ultraviolet 

lithography. 

We had already developed apparatus for S&R type proximity 

X-ray lithography and examined its applicability to the trial 

production of devices. We were deeply involved in these trials 

and in improving evaluation procedures. 

Our assessment was that the exposure machine and resist 

performance seemed quite adequate; but we ran into too many 

problems with the manufacture of proximity masks. 

It was around that time that I began to seriously consider 

X ray reduction lithography as a more viable alternative.
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The response to the announcement was

rather negative.

People seemed unwilling to believe that 

we had actually made an image by bending X-rays, 

and they tended to regard the whole thing 

as a big fish story.

However, my belief remained unshaken that 

"theoretically, it is possible to produce an image 

using a reduction optical system consisting of a 

couple of mirrors coated with multilayer film."



J. Vac. Sci. Technol.B7(6) (1989) 1648



J. Vac. Sci. Technol.B7(6) (1989) 1648

Optical Condition
Ｄ＝λ/２NA
Df=λ/２NA２

Selection of exposure wavelength



APPLIED OPTICS 24-6  (1985) Troy W. Barbee etal.

High reflectivity close to theoretical value was achieved in 1985.



Calculation Reflectivity

λ＝13.5nm
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Reflectivity Measurement in the world 

1994
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1991 PF Activity ReportHigh sensitivity resist was found.



Exposure depth of resists



Resist Thickness

Resist Sensitivity Characteristics

D:mJ/cm2
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Exposure wavelength of 13.5nm was selected



JVST Nov/Dec 1989, H. Kinoshita etal

NTT



JVST Nov/Dec 1989, H. Kinoshita etal

Telecentric optics design

This concept is the “principle” of EUVL optics.

NTT



Tanya Jewell & Obert Wood

I encountered questions attack from AT&T in Banquet of EIPB’89.



Early stage of development

NTT G  1986～
Proximity Soft X-ray Lithography  to EUVL

LLNL G  1988 ～
Application  of X-ray optics

AT&T G   1988～
Application of X-ray laser and shortening the wavelength

Three groups with a different career began to run for one purpose.



JVST Nov/Dec 1988, A. Hawryluk and L. Seppala

LLNL “Soft X-ray projection lithography”



JVST Nov/Dec 1989, A. Hawrlyluk and N. Ceglio etal.

JVST Nov/Dec 1990, N. Ceglio etal.

1990

4 mirror system, Ring-field
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LLNL



Optics letters   May 15, 1990

D. Berreman and J. Bjorkholm etal.

Diffraction limited performance was 

Obtained using a reflection optics.

Wavelength 36nm,  Ir coated mirrorAT&T



JVST Nov/Dec 1991, A.MacDowell, J. Bjorkholm, F. Zernike etal.

0.2 um pattern

Wavelength 42 nm, Ir coated mirror

Diffraction limited performance was obtained.

AT&T



JVST Nov/Dec 1990, J.Bjorkholm, J. Boker, R. Freeman etal.

0.1 μm 0.05 μm

Reduction image at 14 nm using SC opticsAT&T



Although AT&T G specialized in lasers and optical devices, 

they were also thinking about how to apply laser technology

to lithography.

Their main goal was to obtain actual proof of the

diffraction-limited performance.

To achieve it, they employed a reflective system 

consisting of on-axis SC optics without distortion. 

That was different from NTT G initial goal of obtaining 

a large exposure field. 

Nevertheless, the evidence they obtained regarding 

the diffraction-limited performance paved the way

to the development of reduction lithography.



From 1989, NTT has developed a two-aspherical mirror system.



OSA Proceedings on SXPL, 1991, Vol.12   H.Kinoshita

JVST B9(6) (1991) K.Kurihara and H.Kinoshita

NTT



SPIE Vol. 1742 (1992) 583 H. Kinoshita

NTT



Experimental setup of a two aspherical mirrors system

1992
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(a) OM image ＆ (b) SEM image
Exposure pattern (c) PMMA , (d) SAL601

(a)

(d)

(b)

(c)

OSA Proceedings, 1994, Vol.23

First phase defect inspection





First EUVL Meeting was held in 1993.



1996US-Japan Workshop on Soft X-ray optics in Mt. Fuji



Fabrication of Aspherical Mirror

Fabrication is possible if testing is possible.

Introduce CGH

1996



Aspheric Fabrication Process

Four Core Technology By Tinsley Labo.

Mr. D. Bajuk



Aspherical Mirror Measurement using CGH





Fabricated by Tinsley





Mask stage

Focusing optics &
Concave mirror

Convex mirror &
Wafer stage



M3 mirror and rotating mechanism



1994



1994



Multilayer Fabrication in NTT

• Development of artificial lattice film of metal thin film was promoted 
as a superconductor at first.

• Dr. Takei etc of Ibaraki ETL developed a W/Cmultilayer film from the 
early 1980’s and the first X-ray reduction experiment was done from 
1984.

• In 1985 T. Barbee et al. fabricated a Mo/Si multilayer with a 
wavelength of 17 nm for astronomical observation and reported values 
exceeding the theoretical value.

• Since then, we advanced the development of Mo/Si multilayer at 
Musashino ETL.



Measured by XRD Measured by KEK reflectometer

Initially, even 45% reflectivity could not fabricated.



Uneven periods length

Island straucture

Interface blur

Substrate roughness

Problems of multilayer structure



In ML  fabrication on SC Optics, stress control was difficult and 

cracks were observed.
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A reflectometer was installed in BL-1B of KEK.



1995



At first, a laser plasma light source of metal target was developed.











Xe Clusterによるコンタミネーション:
KrF照射後の時間

3μs

62μs22μs

100μs42μs

150μs

Contamination by Zenon clusters after KrF irradiated.





Transition of plasma source development

Solid Target:Au

Problem: Debris

Sn large

Semi-solid:

Xe cluster target

Purpose: Debris free,but

Low Efficiency

Since the luminous efficiency of Xe is 1% or less, 

Mo / Be at 11 nm which is a more suitable 

wavelength has been proposed.

Liquid target of Sn

Proposed;

η＞４％@13.5 nm

Liquid target:

Sn Droplet
Improve the CE



Pre-pulse method

First, by using YAG laser with a wavelength of 1 μm, Droplet was 

crushed into fine mist form and further irradiated with CO2 laser, 

it was possible to completely evaporate Sn.

The efficiency of ionization was improved 

by controlling the delay time of the pre-pulse, 

and as the small Droplet, the high temperature 

plasma was obtained. 

As a result, the conversion efficiency could be

improved to 3.3%.

By increasing the pulse width of the 

pre-pulse laser from 10 ns to10 ps, it 

improved from 3.3% to 4.7%.

Gigaphoton



Source power of >250W was demonstrated, shipping started in the end of 2017.













FinFET FinFET GAA

EUV EUV EUV

202020192018

2018 Samsung Foundry Forum



Summary

Research and development on EUVL over 30 years has led to 

significant breakthrough in processing and measurement technology.

We can now look back at the history with a wonderful feeling of 

accomplishment.

Although several critical problems still remain with regard to such 

things as light source, mask inspection and resist, it appears now that solution

can be found, since the fabrication of aspherical mirrors and multilayer,

which were the biggest headaches, were achieved.

As long as we do not lose the desire that has sprung from with us,

technology will steadily advanced from the nano to the pico.


